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Summary:
In 2013, the Transportation Master Plan recommended that Bear Street be explored as a candidate for
a shared street:
Consider Bear Street as a candidate for a traffic calmed or Woonerf /shared street design and review options
to facilitate redevelopment of the street in stages so as to create an environment that will foster pedestrian and
bicycle accommodation, provide a parallel route and destination to Banff Avenue, and will serve a central
place making purpose.
In response, in 2014 Council passed motion COU14-357:
COU14-357 “Moving PW-100-10 Banff Refreshing Phase 3 to a year post 2020 determined to be the best
fit by administration” and “adding PW133-14 Bear Street Woonerf to the capital budget and allocating
$250,000 to 2017 and $3,500,000 to 2018 for the project”.
Based on this direction, a multi-year shared street trial was implemented in order to test pedestrian
circulation and vehicle patterns, introduce a graduated approach to change, and to allow for public
review and opinion prior to proceeding with capital reinvestment.
In January of 2019, Council acting as Governance and Finance Committee received an update from
administration on the project, and directed administration to seek public feedback on the conceptual
designs:
FIN19-21: Moved by Councillor DiManno that the governance and finance committee direct administration
to seek public feedback on proposed Design Option 1 A Shared Space with Banff Refreshing Standards and
proposed Design Option 2 Banff Refreshing with Shared Space Principles for the 200 Block of Bear Street.
Administration returned with the results of the public feedback process in April, 2019 seeking
direction on next steps. Council responded with the following motions:
COU19-119: Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to revise the design of the Bear
Street project to integrate four to eight on-street, short-term loading stalls year-round.
CARRIED
Christensen opposed
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COU19-121 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to develop a seasonal approach
for the Bear Street project which removes sidewalk café seating and a limited number of bike racks between fall
and spring and reallocates this space to on-street, short-term loading.
CARRIED
DiManno opposed
COU19-123 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to explore allocating a total of
six stalls as accessible parking stalls for people with disabilities within the Bear Street surface lot as well as
stalls for short-term (1 hour) parking in the surface lot for access to professional / medical services.
CARRIED
COU19-124 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to return with a briefing on
proposed snow and ice management to address the unique design of Bear Street.
CARRIED
COU19-125 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to support Option 2 in the
report as the preferred basis for ongoing design development of the Bear Street project.
CARRIED
COU19-126 Moved by Mayor Sorensen that council direct administration to proactively reassess the design
of Bear Street in the future based on tenancy changes or emergent transportation trends.
CARRIED
This report is intended to summarize actions taken in response to the above Council motions.
Design Process:
The Bear Street Shared Street project was developed with the following project path:
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The detailed design work conducted in 2019 specifically addressed all of the Council motions made in
April of 2019 as follows:
COU19-119 – Integrate 4 to 8 on-street, short-term loading stalls year-round
Council directed administration to integrate 4 to 8 on-street, short-term loading stalls as part of the
detailed design process in addition to the 2 accessible on-street stalls prescribed in earlier Council
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motions. In response, the design team sought out opportunities to design these stalls with the goals
of ease of use, distribution over the length of the street, and compliance with vehicle turn radius
requirements. The design team also relocated streetlights, landscape and other features in order to
accommodate on-street loading stalls. With respect to the 2 required on-street accessible stalls, these
were designed and located with similar rationale, as well as recognizing current adjacent tenancies.
This approach yielded stalls located at:
Northbound

1.
2.
3.
4.

Brewster Mountain Lodge Parkade
Willock and Sax Building
Bear Street Mall (Accessible Stall)
Townhouse Building Parkade

Southbound
5. Home Hardware Building
6. Olympic Building (Accessible Stall)

In order to better understand the placement and locations of loading stalls, a series of renderings were
prepared to illustrate how stalls would be placed on the street.
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COU19-121 - A seasonal approach for the Bear Street project
Council directed administration to adopt a seasonal approach to on-street loading stalls. In response,
the design team moved forward with a concept which removes most on-street sidewalk seating, bike
racks, and other seasonal infrastructure in order to maximize on-street, non-summer loading. For
reference, the “non-summer” period was anticipated to be October 15th to May 1st. This approach
yielded a total of 18 on-street stalls located at:
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Northbound

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Brewster Mountain Lodge Parkade
Willock and Sax Building 1
Willock and Sax Building 2
Bear Street Mall 1 (Accessible Stall)
Bear Street Mall 2
Bear Street Mall 3
Townhouse Building Parkade

Southbound
8. Wolf and Bear Mall 1
9. Wolf and Bear Mall 2
10. Rocky Mtn. Flannel
11. Home Hardware
12. Saltlik
13. Bear Street Tavern (not shown)
14. Wild Flour
15. Alpine Medical
16. 205 Bear Street
17. Olympic Building 1
18. Olympic Building 2 (Accessible Stall)
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COU19-123 – 6 accessible stalls and some short-term stalls in the surface lot
Council directed administration to integrate 6 accessible stalls in the Bear Street surface parking lot,
as well as an undetermined number of short-term (1 hour) parking in the surface lot for access to
professional / medical services. In addition, an accessibility audit of the design suggested integrating
non-regulatory signage for 3-4 stalls for “vulnerable users” such as parents with strollers or people
who are unable to walk long distances due to a medical condition or temporary injury.
In response, the design team arrived at the following surface parking lot design, which includes 49
total stalls comprised of:
• 6 accessible stalls (4 on the north side; 2 on the south side);
• The remaining 43 stalls signed as 1-hour parking stalls with 3 stalls having suggested (nonregulatory) signage for vulnerable users.

Should Council choose to move forward with any comprehensive changes to downtown parking (e.g.
user-pay parking), that would require administration to revisit the parking limits within this lot in
accordance with motion COU19-126.
COU19-124 – Snow and Ice Briefing
The Operations team is proposing that snow clearing responsibilities in the 2020/2021 snow season
should mirror that of other downtown streets, where the Town of Banff assumes responsibility for
snow clearing on the roadway and parking spaces, and individual properties will be responsible for the
space between the building edge and the “virtual curb”. This approach will allow for the Operations
team to trial and analyze the best operating procedures for the street, while minimizing the risk
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associated with purchasing specialized snow clearing equipment such as mini-tractors. This approach
would result in the following division of responsibilities (sample area only):

Property Owner
Snow Clearing
Property Owner
Snow Clearing

Property Owner
Snow Clearing

Property Owner
Snow Clearing

Property Owner
Snow Clearing

Prior to the 2020 / 2021 snow season, the Operations team will meet with individual property owners
and maintenance teams to review best practices as they relate to snow clearing with block pavers,
landscape pods, etc...
COU19-125 – Option 2 as basis for detailed design
At the April Council meeting, direction was provided to move forward with Option 2 as the basis
for detailed design. The final design is similar to the concept plan presented in April, with the
following noticeable changes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integration of Wolf and Caribou intersections with the Bear Street design;
Movement of two suggested accessible parking stalls to recognize existing tenancies;
Revised paving pattern to address issues of ease of construction, paver deflection, and design
consistency with Banff Refreshing;
Definition of the extent of construction in the surface parking lot;
Definition of the raised intersection tables at Wolf and Caribou; and,
Revised landscape pattern to emphasize pedestrian permeability.
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April Concept

Final Design

Perspective
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COU19-126 – Administration to proactively monitor and respond
As per COU19-126, administration will be actively monitoring Bear Street after completion to
determine what elements may be in need of refinement. This would include aspects such as the amount
and extent of temporary public (table) seating, the usage of parking stalls by category, etc…Based on
these observations, administration may proactively respond with revised signage and / or other minor
interventions.
Bear Street Surface Parking Lot Option
While not guided by a Council motion, administration has referred to the surface parking lot as an
optional “add-on” to the original scope of the project. An initial design was prepared as part of the
detailed design process in 2019 which would extend the unit pavers to the rear of the parking lot, as
well as pedestrian pathways, landscaping, and street lighting. Cost estimates for the parking lot scope
amount to an additional $1.5 million which is not factored into the budget below.
Some advantages to incorporating the parking lot include completing the entire redevelopment of all
of the public realm of Bear Street, creating better pedestrian connections to Banff Avenue, and
enabling a higher quality space for special events. Conversely, a significant investment in a downtown
surface parking lot may be viewed as contrary to the overall parking strategy for the town site, and
constrain future options for the use of this space.
Additional Design Considerations
In addition to the direct guidance provided by Council in the motions above, the detailed design
process also highlighted three broad categories where the concept drawing needed to evolve:
•

Design changes to enhance environmental sustainability $871,000
The detailed design process indicated that the inclusion of Low Impact Design for the
management of storm water would be a logical item to include. Currently Bear Street has a
storm water capture system on the north half of the street. This water is captured and flows
directly to the river without treatment. Water on the south end of the street is captured into
the sanitary system and flows to the waste water treatment plant where costs are incurred for
treatment along with other sanitary waste.
In the proposed system all storm water is captured and is directed into a system of
underground soil cells. This water is then used to irrigate the landscape pods with benefits,
including:
a) Reduction in requirements for irrigation and associated water consumption;
b) Increased volume for root balls and improved health of trees – bigger canopies with
canopy bases higher than the building signage; and,
c) Better storm water management practices within the town site are anticipated to be an
area of focus for Parks Canada in the coming years.
The irrigation system has also been enhanced with a system of sensors to ensure over/under
watering does not occur as well as a drip irrigation system to supplement root watering at times
of low rainfall.

•

Design changes to improve operational functionality $1,267,000
The changes in this category are attributed to an increase in the area of the project into the
front portion of the parking lot in order to provide opportunity for landscape screening
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between the lot and the street, create an inviting pedestrian path along both the north and
south edges of the lot, and create an opportunity for a public (non-commercial) gathering spot
and seating at the heart of the street. Other changes include lighting improvements, a special
events panel, power receptacles and upgrades to the water system to allow the possibility of
isolating portions of the street in the event of a water main break.
•

Changes required due to site assessment $671,000
The majority of design changes in this area relate to:
a) the addition of insulation under the proposed road structure in order to mitigate the
risk of frost heave;
b) Increase in paver thickness from 85mm to 105mm per the geotechnical
recommendation; and,
c) An allowance for trucking of contaminated soil at the sites of a funeral home, dry
cleaners and gas station. Further assessment is ongoing and it is possible that this will
not be required.

Capital Costs/Funding Source(s):
The budget for the entire scope of work is $9.5 million. This includes the contract cost, town-related
costs and design and construction contingencies. This value is approximately $3.1 million greater than
the original estimate for the work with design development accounting for $2.8 million (90%) of the
change in value and the remaining variance attributed to market adjustments since the original estimate
of 2016. Design changes fit into three broad categories as outlined above.
2020
$3,150,500

Incremental budget increase

2021

2022

Scope Changes From Detailed Design
And Associated Budget Impacts
Operational/Functionality

45%

Required
change due to
site
assessment

Environmental
sustainability

31%

24%
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Operating Costs/Revenue(s):
The increased value beyond the original budget of $3.1 million would require an additional $112,472
in debt financing costs for the three-year borrowing term as shown below:
Debt financing costs for incremental
budget increase

2021
$58,600

2022
$37,600

2023
$16,300

Summary
The Bear Street Shared Street project has been developed and refined using in-field piloting, designphase public input, and extensive pre-design development, all with the goal of minimizing risk during
construction and after completion. The detailed design process has proceeded with the goals of
achieving the most functional and environmentally responsible design possible.
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